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Ralph Nader claims

'Industrial hoarding' of oil
byJ.A.Lupo
Consumer advocate Ralph Nader, in a speech topping off
Central's Nuclear Awareness Day
(Nov. 15), cited the big oil
companies for manipulating oil
prices, critisized government energy policies and referred to
Washington State as the "radioacti~e dump of America."
"Consumers are paying and
paying... ," Nader said. "They're
not organized!" He predicted that
gas prices would be two dollars
per gallon next year within the
next five years, five dollars per
gallon.
Nader said oil companies peddle
the myth that they need higher
prices to explore for more oil. "If
we can get higher prices we can
produce more oil and consequently
become self sufficient in oil," he
mimicked. According to Nader,
this is not their intention because
this would bring the price of oil
down.
Big oil has convinced Congress
that the price of domestic oil
should be as high as OPEC oil,
Nader explained. "If OPEC didn't
exist, oil companies would want to
invent it."
Nader cited the oil companies
for practicing '1industrial hoarding" to bring up the price through
contrived and manipulated shortages. "They want to sell more
every year and thrive on waste,"

he said. "The 1973 shortage was
planned to make more money....
"The government is letting
them do it. All proposals from
Washington are geared to big oil,
not . comsumers ....Senator Russel
Long (who heads a committee
working on the windfalls profits
tax) is marinated in oil," Nader
said, and predicted that these
taxes would wind up being
funnelled back to the oil companies
in the form of subsidies for
synthetic fuel and payments on the
market by consumers.
"The nation is addicted.
Consumers will pay any price," he
remarked.
Nader sees the next step for big
oil is to drive up the price of coal
(of which they control 35 percent
of the nation's supply) and other
sources of energy such as
geothermal (heat from the earth)
and uranium.
Advocating consumer oriented
energy policies, Nader suggested
the use of alternate energy
sources-sun, wind, biomass-!...but
strongly opposed nuclear power.
"Could you imagine Exxon trying
to convince us of a sun shortage? "
he said.
He pointed out that biomass,
which is waste wood, could
eliminate the need for oil if · we
changed our energy utilities. "We
waste five billion tons of biomass a
year,'~ he sai~. He went on to
explam that this ammount is equal
to eight billion barrels of oil and

RALPH NADER
Photo by Lynda Cooper

:we used seven billion barrels in , Nader explained. "Washington
1978.
has more valuable assets-farms,
Nader explained that a solar water, people-than Hanford and
system, once installed, does not people should not have to make
increase in cost. The initial cost is the choice between boosting
high, but after that, it is nothing.
nuclear power and losing jobs," he
He went on to say that this fact said.
doesn't go over too well with the
Nader said Congressman Mike
oil companies.
McCormack consistently votes
Nader had nothing good to say against consumer proposals and is
about nuclear power. "You'll pay pro nuclear and pro big oil. He
for nuclear power today and further identified Senator Warren
tomorrow. The cost of construct- G. Magnuson as pro consumer.
ing a nuclear plant doubles every While talking about Congress and
five · years .... Nuelear p9wer has government, Nader introduced the
ony one bite of the apple. One consumer tool he called Congress
disaster and the industry will be watch. It's a system whereby
wiped out .... we can't base our constituents can keep track of the
economy on such an instability," way their representative is voting
he said.
and make him accountable for his
Washington State, because of actions. He went ~s far as to
Hanford, is a key recipient of suggest having a class at the
radioactive garbage from abroad, university called McCormack 101.
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Botto"l!'s Up, Central Nuclear proponents
Responsible drinking will be the . Beverage recipes will also be
major theme during "Bottoms-Up provided.
Also as part of Alcohol AwareDay" today which is being
presented in the SUB Pit from 11 ness, the committee is sponsoring
a Softcore scheduled for Saturday
a.m. to 2 p.m.
from 7 to 9:30 a.m. at the Pizza
The program will include in- Place. This activity will feature
formation from the Washington entertainment, talk, counterState Patrol, a film on responsible cocktails and soft drinks with
drinking entitled, Booze and You, pastries donated by Safeway.
entertainment and a counterIncluded in the Softcore- activicocktail bar staffed by faculty, ties will be new games, featuring
staff, administrators and members cooperation rather than competiof the Alcohol · Awareness Com- tion and will be held in the SUB
mittee.
Ballroom from 9 to 10:30 a.m.
The counter-cocktail bar will
Both students and community
offer samples of exotic soft drinks members .are invited to attend
and will sell full-size drinks.
both the Awareness events.

outnumbered 10to1

Nuclear Awareness Day was speakers both pro and con on "scared as hell" being the only
observed at Central Nov. 15 and nuclear energy, several companies nuclear advocate to speak, claimed
the. activities on campus gave and governmental agencies de- that evidence exists which shows
students a chance to hear speakers clined the opportunity to send that nuclear power is as safe as, if
from government, · industry and speakers for the program. Those not safer than coal, geothermal or
special interest gro~ps represent- declining were the federal and solar power on a large-scale basi.Q
ing the pros and cons of nuclear state departments of energy,
"If the American people decide
energy.
Puget Power and Rockwell- they don't want nuclear power.''
The day's activities, organized Hanford.
Also invited (but stated Marks, "I'll be with them.
by the ASC Student Programming declining) was a representative of But let them ' get all the facts."
Agency, were highlighted that Governor Dixie Lee Ray.
Marks said he felt that Amerievening with a speech by Ralph
Because of this, only one cans are being misled by charges
Nader at Nicholson Pavilion.
speaker of the ten presented was made by Ralph Nader which
While it was intended that there · in support of nuclear energy.
exaggerated the danger of nuclear
be an even balance between
Keith Marks, who said he was
Continued on page 2

~***************************************************************************************************•

Soccer club claims Northwest title

NORTHWEST INTERCOLLEGIATE CHAMPIONS-Central's
Soccer cfub defeated Gonzaga University, 3-1 to gain the· title for the
second time in three years. The team, from left to right; front row: Bob
Storino, Steve Elliott, Greg Opheim, Mitch Cook, Matt Bull, Tim
Crawley, Jeff Barton, Pat Rants~ and Bill Dooley. Top row: Chuck

.........,..

Hutavatchra, Blair Hubert, Dino Passorino, Carry Davidson, Ron
Button, 'fom Shearer, Greg Williams, Brad Bull, Brian Jones, Bernie
Holland, Scott Erikson, Terry Callhoon, and Mike Price. Not pictured
is Steve Christ.
Photo by Jo Cunningham
IStory on Page 10
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Happenirigs ~':e~'!:~gi!!~ou~'!:.?~~u[~m~~~
the main goal of Central's
Alcoh.ol Awar~ness Co~mittee
who _is now m ~h~. midst . of
pl~nnm~ man! act1v1ties dealmg
with this subJect.
According to Deacon Meier,
assistant dean of students, uoverindulgence" of alcohol is the main
problem on campus, and not the
fact that students drink.
The committee is responsibk for
helping students deal with the
problem and is trying to educate
students in the area of·alcohol.
Alcohol is the major drug
abused on this campus and
students must be made aware that
a drinking problem is not a funny
- situation, according to Meier. "We
would like to educate them in this
· area and let them know that there
are a lot of on-campus people who
will help with this problem," said
Meier.
As stated in campus policy, the
committee's purpose is to make
students aware of the potential
hazards of alcohol consumption
and conversely, in the case of
those students who feel a need to
drink, to attempt to help those
students learn to drink moderately
rather than to excess.
Meier said that the University
does JtOt condone the use of
alcohol, but tries to take a realistic
view of the fact that it is a part of
the American way of life.
The committee has begun many .
different activities to educate,
inform and help the students in
this area, one of which is their
recently printed booklet "Bottoms
Up." The booklet contains many
basic facts about alcohol and
alcoholism and is presented in a
cartoon format.
Committee members are also
trying to reach more of the
on-campus population through
1S

Thursday, Nov. 29
Killing Us.Softly, a 30-minute film about the expl~itation of both
women and men in contemporary advertising, noon and 5 p.m. in
the SUB, Room 103.

ASC film, Dr. Zhivago, SUB Theatre, 3, 7, & 9 p.m.
Thursday Night Live, sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ,
7 p.m. in the L&L Faculty Lounge.

Friday, Nov. 30·
Last day to withdraw with permission.
Business and Economics Club
& 205.

meeting,~

p.m., SUB, Rooms 204

Satu-r day, Dec. 1
Outdoor program-Christmas tree lighting and shopping in ·
Leavenworth.
Tom Howard concert, 7 p.m. at Morgan Jr. High. Sponsored by
Central Christian Fellowship.
Band O' Rama featuring the CWU Marching, Concert, and
Symphony bands directed by Steve Allen, 8 ·p.m. in Hertz Recital
Hall.

Central Chorale Concert, 7 p.m. at Grace Episcopal Church.
Choir directed by Sidney Nesselroad.
Central Christian Fellowship, 10 a.m. in Grupe Conference ·
Center.
Classic Film, The Rules of the Game, 7 p.m. in Hertz Recital hall~

Monday , Dec. 3

During .t heir spring training, the
residence hall staff or LGA's are
educated in this area so as to be
available to give more assistance
to students. Presentations ar~ also
given in the residence halls by
members of the committee.
,
Dealing with students who have
parents or other family members
who have a drinking problem is
also a goal of the committee, as
well as promoting the on-campus
services · available such as the
Counseling center to those who
have a drinking problem.

71.I
1 r..1. 0

night before or you have to ask
yourself 'Did I have a ·good time
last night?'," might be a good time
to seek $Orne help for what could
already be a serious drfuking
problem according to Meier.
As a part of their activities, the
Alcohol Awareness Committee is
sponsoring a "Bottoms-Up Day"
today in the SUB Pit from 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and Softeore that is
scheduled for Saturday from 9 to
10.:30 a.m. at the Pizza Place.
Place.

re a b 0 ut

Nukes

power and the benefits of solar Alliance.
The ,Inland Alliance, is a newly
energy.
Speaking against nuclear power formed organization interested in
were representatives of the the health and safety issues as,
Grabshell Alliance, Jackrabbit related to man and his environAlliance, Inland Alliance and ment. The group deals with such
Greenpeace. Each group also had issues as nuclear waste storage
an informational table with litera- -a nd 1ts transportation across the
ture explaining what activities state as well as the housing of a
their particular group was in- nuclear submarine near Seattle.
The organization wants to increase
volved in.
community awareness of these
Many of these groups formed issues by presenting speakers,
after the Three-Mile Island inci- informative literature and films.
The Jackrabbit Alliance is a
dent and after Governor Ray
closed the nuclear waste sight at more nation-wide organiZation
the Hanford Reservation. These which deals with the technical
groups have taken some of the aspects of radioactive wastes and
responsibility of informing the nuclear reactors. This group said
public of the potential dangers of that studies are still being
mishandling nuclear wastes and· conducted on how to store nuclear
possible accidents that could occur wastes safely. The Jackrabbit
Alliance is also investigating the
at nuclear plants.
Other speakers during the day damage caused by a meltdown in a
included Dr. Robert Bennett of the reactor and possible effects of
Central physics department, Deb- contamination of. groundwater
bie Beadle representing the leaks of radioactive waste. With.
Jackrabbit Alliance, Dawn Hit- all of these unsolved prqblems,
chins from the Inland Alliance and they want to know why reactors
George Duvall of the Crabshell are still being built.

Curbstone, SUB Pit at 12 noon.
Circle K meeting, 6 p.m. in SUB, Room 200.

STEREOCRAFT'S FIRST COME FIRST SERVE
AUTUMN SPECIALS !

Beta Sigma meeting for Bible Study, 7:30 p.m. at Tom Wills'
home- Call 925-9211 for information or directions. ·
Washington Student Legislature, Central delegation meeting.
Political science office~ psychology building, Room 416.

SAVE $50 ON THE ADVENT RECEIVER

-

OUR MOST POPULAR RECEIVER AT $40 OFF
11-:-:: U'i~-

Tuesday, Dec. 4
Trombone Choir and Madrigal Singers Christmas Concert, 8
p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall. Directed by J. Richard Jensen and
Barbara Brummett.

~

IA REAL BARGAIN ON A
LIST

29500

Seminar on campus relationships at noon in the Taneum Room of
the SUB.

24900

~i

(\.-o:~:- 1[:; ~1

YAMAHA CR-220
LIST

235° 0

SALE

195°0

GARRARD 630 S

Meeting for Winter Quarter Option C students, 3-5 p.m.
American Society of Safety Engineers meeting, Hogue, Room
211 at 6:30 p.m.-

SALE

CLASSIC

-:'.: =·: : · -"~-'~----',

;::,--() {;

AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER WITH BASE,
DUST COVER, & PICKERING VISATE CARTRIDGE
REG

11495

SALE

Wednesday, Dec. 5
SAVE OVER $200 ON A PAIR
Papa John's, SUB Pit at 8 p-m.

260° 0

·YAMAHA NS-500 LOUDSPEAKERS
Central Series Concert, Raymond Wheeler, clarinet with Tim
Strong, piano, 8 p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall.

YAMAHA

SALE

159°0

QUALITY, CONSTRUCTION, & BEAUTY

Also

LIST

YAMAHATC-320
MITSUBISHI GAS AND SOME
YAMAHA l>EMOS AT GRE_AT
SAVINGS!

Jazz Nite, 8 p.m., Dec. 7 in Hertz Recital Hall.
I

OYAMAHA

Dan Fogelberg in concert, 8 p.m., Dec. 5, Seattle Center Arena.
Presented by Concerts West.
A Christmas Carol, Dec. 6, 7, 8, 9, 13 & 14 at 8 p.m. in llebeler
Auditorium. Dee. 8 & 9 there will also be 1 p.m. matinee
performances. Admission is $3 for adults and $1.50 for students.

~

240° 0

COM~,

FIRST SERVE
ALL

The Messiah will be presented by the Central Singers and the
CWU Symphony Orchestra at 3 p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall, under .
the direction of E. Gordon Leavitt.
Applirations for Residence Hall staff will be accepted Monday,
Jan". 7, Tuesday-Jan. 15, 1980. Appllcations are available in the ,
re_sidence halls and the counseling center.

u

REMEMBER-FIRST
YAMAHA QUALITY .FOR ONLY ,

-

'

EQUIPMENT FULLY
WARRANTED

N. PEARL

962.-2830

l 0:30-5:30
(Closed Sunday) .
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Nader blasts Rep·. McCormack
by J. A. Lupo

In a press' conference before his
speech at Nicholson Pavilion Nov.
15, Ralph Nader said, "Far too
often Senators and Representatives sweet talk the folks at home
and then go to Washington and do
the dirty work for big business."
He cited Congressman Mike
McCormack, representative for
this district, as one of those.
"Congressman McCormack has
been voting distinctly pro inflationary," Nader said. "He has time
and time again voted for the goals
of the big oil companies."
In supporting the goais of big
oil, Nader said McCormack "voted
against price controls on heating
oil and has supported the position

that the price be set by the
Exxon-OPEC cartel, not Uncle
Sam." "McCormack opposed and voted
against the proposal of setting up
an office of consumer representation in Wa.ihington designed to
represent millions of American
consumers concerning health, safety and economic matters." Nader
explained that McCormack knows
that big business has all too much
representation whereas the consumers who pay all the bills have
almost none.
Nader went on to say that "last
year McCormack vot~d twice
against reducing the economic
barriers for participating in
government proceedings by consumers who can't afford otherwise". He told reporters that

these proposals aimed merely at
reimbursing some of the expenditures of consumer groups and that
big business had the. money to
participate in government.
"McCormack is almost a sure
vote for subsidies to corporations,"
Nader further stated.
Nader said that in recent years
that the Congressman has not
failed to vote for raises in his
salary. "Apparently he figured he
couldn't afford to live on $57 ,000 a
year, plus other expenses and
benefits ... ," he said.
The Congress had a $13,000
raise in 1977, and has received
approval for a $3,300 raise this
year.
"By raising it's own salary time
and time again, much faster than

inflation, U.S. Congress loses its
moral authority to ask families in
this country to tighten their belts
and fight inflation," Nader said.
In conclusion, Nader · said,
"Congressman McCormack's
voting increases inflation and
deprives consumers of an adequate voice in Washington."
In answering questions from the
press, Nader said the oil companwould use the Iranian situation
as an excuse to raise gas prices.

i,

"SOFTCORE
"l
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pizza Place Dec. I
7 atn to 9 : 30 aill

Ham radio course available
_ The technology and industrial
- education department · is introducing into its electronics technology lab several innovative classes
winter and spring quarters.
A ham radio course, intended
for students who wish to get their
novice license, will be offered
during winte~ quarter on Tuesday
nights at 7-10 p.m. starting Jan. 8.
The class will concentrate on
teaching basic electronic applications and the usage of morse code,
both of which are necessary before
the student can get his/her
license. Students already licensed
can attend the class for the
- purpose of improving their skills.
The lab, which has an amateur
·radio capable of operating over
five amateur bands,_. is run by
Gerald Brunner, assistant professor of the TIE department.
Since the assembly and installation of the radio some years ago by
TIE students, contacts have been
made with many parts of the world
and one student was able to make
contact with the American Embassy in Tehran days prior to its
initial seizure by Iranians during
:. the civil war which disposed the
Shah last year.
Tentatively
scheduled for
spring, the lab will also offer a
microcomputer course with special
emphasis on applications, design,
and servicing. Not intended to be
a programming class as such,
students will be expected to know,
or learn in class, basic computer

rG1ve

ro----1

already constructed and tested
computer for technical purposes.
Other class offerings of the lab
included during the winter session
are · basic electricity (TIE 271),
basic electronics (TIE 376), and
electronic communications (TIE
475). For students more oriented
to electronics, the department
offers a BA in Electronics
Technology. The degree, which
was created last summer, places
heavy reliance on electronic
theory and applications, with
business and ,management skills
included in the 110 credit major.
Students wishing to find out
more ~bout the lab should contact
Brunner after 3 p.m. daily at the
TIE department in the Hogue
Technology Building.
Gerald Brunner
Photo by Dennis Evan
language.
Brunner has had
students in the past assemble and
run microcomputers, but this will
be the first class to utilize
The Northwestern Mutual
Life Insurance Comp.any has
part-time jobs available.
The best way to sample a
career. Involves sales.
Contact _Linn Fly at 925-6951.

For men &
women ...

TOUGH

-

He also said the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission could not
possibly control the nuclear power
industry because of its so many
unresolved technical difficulties.
He further stated " ... its only a
matter of time that many hidden
problems, spill and deficiencies in
the safety systems at Hanford are
made public... The. view of the
Hanford Reservation from Washington is that it's a series of major
problems waiting to be exposed."

Featuring Counter Cocktails
~non-alcoholic drinks)
Sponsored by RHC

am
9 am to
''New-Games''
in SUB Ballroom
University Recreation
If you have any questions,
call the Dean of Students Office
963-1515

~N\Q'./'o ° Ctt RISlMftS

crfs'+K
*JEANS

*SHIRTS

*SWEATERS
*SKIRTS

*JACKETS

* DECORATIVEGIFTS
**

"Our business is ,

COME TRY
ON A PAIR!

going places"

**
*
**
*..
•

434 North Sprague
Ellensburg
Phone 925w6961

Mundy's Shoe Store
4th & Pearl

ROBES
SUITS

GLOVES
HATS

SI"'EEPWEAR -

UNDERWEAR
BELTS

JEWELRY
cologne
towels

CHECK

us·OUT FIRST
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS
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CoJnJnentary
As another -rn.ove-rnent -moves on
by Liz Lane
During the turbulent 60's and
early 70's, American society as a
whole experienced a certain
amount of upheaval against the
status quo value system when
certain segments of society decided to buck the system because
they "couldn't take it anymore."
As a result, movements like the
black civil rights, women's, and
gay liberation thrust into the
limelight, fighting in various
political, social, and legal arenas to
win what they considered equal
rights for their particular groups.
While some of these movements
have continued on in their fights,
the question of whether or not
these movements still have the
intensity to fight for achieving
these rights should be raised.
One particular movement that
~eems to have lost its zeal for
fighting is the Women's movement~
Many people will agree that
Women's lib caught many people
unaware as they took the country
by storm. The sudden burning of
bras and shedding of traditional
roles and showing of assertiveness

bv women caused even the most
macho of men to sit up and take
notice and realize that, yes,
these women were indeed serious
Women went out with a rugge
determination to achieve equal
rights for themselves. The k~y
issue of the battle to date
has been the fight to pass one of
the most controversial amendinents in history.
The 27th
amendment, known as the ERA,
simply states that equality under
the law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or
by a state on account of sex."
ERA was ratified quickly in 35
states and its passage was almost
·considered a shoe-in. Prominent
feminists relaxed and waited
patiently for it to pass and become
law. They are still waiting.
Apparently feminists overlooked many things.
For one
thing, all women did not want
ERA passed.
~hylis Schafley,
' prominent ERA opponent and her
"Schafleyites" (fellow antiERA'ers) are living testimony to
this fact as they bombard the
country with anti-ERA literature
and rhetoric.
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Subsequently the feminists have
found these women to be formidable opponents and they have been
forced to take a defensiv.e st;\ nee
against this onslaught of antiERAism.
Feminists also made a mistake
in apparently not ineluding all
women from the beginning in ,the
fight for women's lib. From the
beginning it was primarily organized by and for white middle
class females. Minority women
were left out of the.picture until it
seemed that the ERA passage
battle would not b~ won without
enlisting the help of .women of
color. Minority women for the
most part were (and in many cases
still are) noticably cool to the
pleas from their white middle class
counterparts to join together and

fight for the passage of ERA and
women's rights.
Minority women still contend
that their main battle is racism
and not sexism. They are leery of
anything that would seem to
ultimately benefit the white
women and want to leave them to
fight the rest of their battle to
attain equality on their own.
Has the women's movement
gone down for the count? On the
surface the fight continues. The
economic boycott against states
that still have not ratified ERA is
on, and the feminists did manage
to muster up enough political clout
to get the ERA deadline passage
date extended to June 30; 1982.
But beneath the surface there
seems to be signs of weariness a~
the American public seems to be

getting tired of hearing people
argue the pros and cons of ERA.
In a decade where taking up social
causes is passe, public interest in
ERA seems to be waning
considerably.
It now seems that those battling
for these rights must get their
second wind. Not only to defeat
their opponents but to overcome
apathy and the disillusioned
feelings and -disappointments felt
by the people who still want to
fight for ERA but have lost their
drive and initiative to do so. The
intensity and vitality of a once
thriving movement must be
regained by its supporters if they
want still to- attain their much
desired goal of equality among the
sexes . . After all, June 30, 1982 is
just around the corner.

Life in the Ganges?
Dear Editor:
I do not desire to cause undue
alarm, not ta- provoke panic, but
please be advised that the Ganges
is inhabited by muskrllts.
While on a brief stroll from the
computer science lab to my place
of residence in the.outer regions of
the campus, I crossed the bridge
over the Ganges by Anderson
Apartments.
By chance I
happened to look into the dark
waters, and there my gaze was
met by that of a small densely
furred rodent making his way
upstrP"'""!l. I paused and observ~d
.. uus small creature until he sensed
danger and submerged into the
murky water.
Sighting a muskrat is not a
particularily noteworthy event,
nor was I surprised to see one.
Many times in the past I'd seen
muskrats in the small stream that
crosses my grandfather's farm. It
was not until I had thought the
matter over, after a few cheap
beers shared with some close

friends, that the significance of
seeing a muskrat in the Ganges
crystalized in my mind.
My point is simply that the
Ganges supports life that is more
complex that the virulent strains
of one celled beasties that one
hears so much about. This poses
some very disturbing questions. If
the Ganges includes in its
ecosystem many-celled, warmblooded mammals, what is the
possibility that other creatures, of
larger size and nastier disposition,
might also ca.11 the Ganges their
home? Unbeknown to us, there
could be large cold-blooded reptilian
creatures of enormous
strength, capable of overpowering
a man, tearing off his head, and
stripping ·the flesh from his still
quivering body. Legions of these
demonic creatures may 'be binding
in the deep ooze at the bottom of
the Ganges. ·There they lay in wait
for the opportune time to strike .
out and devour the residents of the
Bassettis: Barto, Anderson, and

Stevens-Whitney. Such an incident would affect student enrollment adversely, to say nothing of
the embarassment it would cause
to campus security.
However, let's be reasonable.
The chances of reptilian lycan- ,
thropes in the Ganges are slim. If
indeed such monsters did exist the
muskrat population would not be
flourishing as it is. Muskrats,
being small and unassuming
creatures, would be no match for
large · aggressive reptilian monsters; nor is it likely that they
would participate in a reptilemuskrat conspiracy.
At least
they've never been know to in the
past. It would appear then to
many that my concern is unwarranted and my. logic complete
nonsense. I'm afraid I must agree,
the whole matter is silly and a
waste of time.
Charles E. Satterlund

IN CONCERT

om Howard
with Toni Baffaro

Morgan Junior High
Ellensburg,. Washington

7:00 p.m.
December 1, 1979
Ticket Prices:

Exploratory Studies 110

$2.00 Student Advanced
$2.50 General Advanced
$3.00 Door Admission

On e Credit Class - Career & Life ExpI.oration

Ticket Outlets

Tuesdays from 11-12:30 and 3-4:30

CWU SUB Information Booth
King's Corner, Ellensburg

Music Nut, Ellensburg
Book 'n Bible, Yakima

Winter Quarter 1980
in Shaw-Smyser 106

A C.C.F. Production/Good Concerts Associate
For WILL CALL OADERS and INFORMATION
call 1-925-9139

Please contact the Co-op/Intern Office
in Barge 307, 963-2404 .
· for more information .
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legislative seminar to be offered
Anyone wishing more informaOffered as a pass/fail option, the drafting and reading, the research- down by the instructor ·and class at
By request of the campus
Students tion on the seminar, or seeking
delegation of the Washington seminar will equip students ing of bill data, debate skills, the · their first meeting.
Student Legislature and several wishing to attend the WSL _ effects of legislation on society and passing the course will receive two advice on possible internships with
other interested students, the session, those wishing to serve as some notes of Washington legisla- credits with an additional two the legislature this year, is
credits possible if they attend the encouraged to contact the political
political science department will interns, and other students active tive history and processes.
offer a WSL seminar winter in legislatively related studies, -:. Mee.t ing twice a we~k. the following WSL session held at science department. The seminar
is open to all students with an
quarter. · The seminar is to with certain knowledge and tools seminar will cover materials at the Central over spring break.
prepare students for the January necessary for them to fully ·student's own pace, although · Seminar participants are not interest in political activity.
session of the state legislature appreciate a legislative .session.
special consideration will be taken required to attend the WSL Students involved with campus
in Olympia and for the spring Basic objectives include the usage to . cove.r . as much about the session although it is highly student government should conof parliamentary law. of bill legislature as possible.
session of the WSL at Centra[
encourag~d since the students will tact John Drinkwater in the SUB
Credits for the seminar will be gain valuable experience with the ASC office for specific applications
; of the seminar to their needs.
. awarded according to criteria set class materials on hand.

Craftsmen to
sell their wares

With only 26 days 'till Christ- of the jury is to insure that all
mas, student shoppers should be items sold at the fair fa quality
planning to attend ~he annual fall · hand~rafted work.
Ware Fair that will begin next
Central's Ware Fairs have been
Wednesday in the SUB and held twice a year. once in the 'fall
continue through Friday.
and again in the spring, since 1975
Over 90 craftsmen will be and have continued to · attract
featured at this year's fair with the more participants every year.
wares ranging from jewelry to
Included in this year's fair is a
toys. According to the Ware Fair large selection of jewelry, pottery.
coordinator, Judy Hauck, there leather work, macrame items,
will be nearly 30 merchants who food, toys, paintings, Christmas
have never been involved in the ornaments and photographs. StuWare Fair before.
dents will also have the opportunThis will be the largest fair so ity to have their pictures taken
.far with the booths filling the with Santa Claus.
downstairs, upstairs and the
In addition to the crafts, three
Yakima Room.
days of entertainment has been
scheduled in the SUB Pit which
Hauck said that while screening includes folk dancing, fencing
the potential participants; many demonstrations, musical groups
were turned down, which has not and solos and preview scenes from
been the case before. "The jury .t he upcoming drama production, A
was very - selective in accepting Christmas Carol.
·
applicants," said Hauck.
The hours of the fair will be
Each new applicant must go from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and everyone
through a jury which is made up is encouraged to "get in on the
entirely of students. The purpose fun."

]HJ~~ WAY Gl~Lll

·

4 '. Blocks
of College•
J. S. Hwy. 10
at Jct. of U.S.
Hwy. 97
Ellensbur_g

W.

FOR

Good Home Cooked Food
Family Atmosphere
Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner
*At Affordable ·Prices*
Visit Our

.~lllllXIJ . ~,,,,,
To Relax & Socialize

Serving the community
& University at the same
location for 40 years .

·.Restaurant ·962-99.77 Galaxy Room 962-9908

JCC finally meets
Tuesday, the Jofnt Committee BOD. So, when several students
on Committees, the group that started asking questions about the
appoints students to committees committee and requested appoint· on campus where studen~ input is ments, John Drinkwater called a
sanctioned by the ASC, met to meeting of the JCC-the first this
.
discuss pending applications and quarter.
Appointments made· at the
some constitutional changes proposed . by the ASC Board ·of meeting include the following:
Bob Young, graduate representaDirectors.
The JCC is responsible for the tive to the Teacher Education
recruiting, screening, and appoint- · Council; Mike Butler, ASC Elecing of student committee persons tions Agency Chairman; Tim Gillie
under authority of the ASC and Jack Page, Faculty Senate;
by-laws. It functions as a campus and Scott Mueggler, Campus
clearing house for student acti- Judicial Council. Other committee
vism. Until recently, however, the assignments are pending and
JCC has failed to meet because of a many positions are still open on
severe lack of attention to it by the campus committees.

Christmas
Inflation Fighters .

PPRENTIC
University Food Service is now accepting applications for our Food Apprentice
Program. We need qualified students to assist our professional staff during peak
periods, vacations and summertime activities.
An On-The-Job training program has been designed to increase the knowledge and
experience of the selected individuals. Full-time summer employment is available
for those who successfully demonstrate acceptable cooking abilities.

Kodak Sound I
All Fuji Movie
Cameras 50% Off

QUALIFICATIONS---- (Minimum)
'.·

1.
2.
3.

All Polaroid
Cameras ·
40% Off

4.
5.
6.

Six months of quantity or commercial cooking experience.
Currently enrolled as a CWU student.
Able to work a minimum of twelve hours per week, and some weekends
included.
Must have a valid food handlers card or be eligible. for one.
Preference will be given to students currently employed in Food Service.
Starting wage is $3.75 per hour.

· All S~perscope Products 403 Off ·
40 Channel Ci-Cas11tt• Pl•r•n-11/FI Radios

Applications are available at Food service Office. A meeting on December 4th at
20-E•posure

2:30 PM is planned at Holmes Dining Hall to explain the program and to answer

'"eludes 110 S11e

specific questions. Let us help you put your talent to work and money in your
pocket.

Kodacolor Film
DEVELOPING
and PRINTING

$2.99:li

c

I FoodService~.
.,1

•
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Spurg-eon Gallery, located in
Randall Hall, from Nov. 26
through Dec. 14.
Elvestrom uses several dif·
ferent mediums in his works.
Among them are a , poli·chrome

For the first time since 1966,
former Central student Michael
Elvestrom will be displaying his
art work on campus. The show is
currently on display in the Sarah

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS

·1

AND PARTS

I

the University of Iowa. Elvestrorr.
then became a visiting professor of
art at the University of Evansville
in Indiana and later at the
University of Florida in Gainesville. Elvestrom is currently a
teacher and lecturer at the
University of Wisconsin in CenterMedford.

The show includes 25 ,pieces that
a,.e encased in plexiglas~a light,
permanently transparent, weather-resistant thermoplastic. This
is to protect the art work from
vandalism, and to ensure its long
life throughout the tours and
shipping.

A visit to Spurgeon gallery can
be a rewarding experience, and '
affords an opportunity to sample
the ideas of current artists from
Central and from other communities. For a slice of Michael
Elvestrom's image pie, drop in at
the gallery. It's open from 8 a.m.-5
p.m., Monday through Friday.

The works on display are part of
a traveling show that was
organized by Elvestrom, according
to gallery curator Jim Sahlstrand.
Sahlstrand remarked, "We are the
first ones to show the works. The
show will also appear at the
University of Portland, Portland
Community College, Clark College
in Vancouver, Western Washing-

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

series using aluminum and a series ton University in Bellingham, and
using what Elvestrom refers to as Pacific Lutheran University in
mixed media.
Photographic Tacoma."
images play a large part in the
Elvestrom received his Bachelor
content of this group. Graphite on
paper is another idiom that is of Arts Degree from Central in
employed by Elvestrom to create
insects and other shapes.

925-5539

Forii: [1JChristmas
01 :Wil il1J@@ta I :1:1 il1:1 !
Jill~~
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It's Time To Orca1ize!

PACKAGE I

PACKAGE II
"len" 2 lrewtrS,aot SaHr "Hon Si1clt.Pttlt1t1I,
METAL DESK 21......- Sl 79.95
E1ttlltiH SwiYtl tr Sttao
CHAIR
S148.oo .
"Ion" 2 traw...
$102.00 .
FILE CABINET

Fidl Size 30"188"

DESK :·~~;···'·""''
E1tcutiY1 SwiHI or Steno
CHAIR
"Hon" 2 Drawer
FILE CABINET

$329.oo
$148.oo
. $102.00
Tot1l ¥1l11 $679.00

SAVE!!
YourPrice
DeliHred•••

$150

$42900

Total ¥1111 $429.96

SAVE!!

Your Priot
OeliHrtd •••

$100

s3299s

S.C.M. TYPEWRITERS·. ~:::~LENT

...

Smith·Corona Enterprise

-- r

~~=-~~
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__ -~

~

····."'il
,

List Price $249.50
SALE PRICE
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1966. Afterwards, he continued
his education and obtained his
MFA (Master of Fine Arts) from

·Holiday Specials· .
Thi• 1toctric portable i1 for
the mid·pric1 market.
Qu1tttr compact wtth
cartrid11 ribbons,44
char1ct1r ktJllHrd,
rop11tinc ..,. •d Ollloff
1lg11t. Wi•• c1rri1c1:
power r1t11rn; 1111•1 htlpfll
l11tum. Dw1M1.

s199oo ~7

confuse him with another musician
of today. He may lay down the
I caught a solo act in Portland simpliest of ballads then play a
recently. Pat Gatti is his name, classical or original piece that will
and I would define his style as make any musician want to go
classical-pop with incredible senti- home and practice. His interpreta" mental overtones. The reason I . tion of Malaguena makes one
include pop over jazz, blues, etc., is forget about reality.
that pop music is somewhat
Pat's stage presence definitely
mandatory for a solo lounge man puts him in charge while performto use in order to survive.
ing. Never once did I witness a
Pat Gatti is a first class musician drab moment throughout the
in every way. From his tasty show.
His album entitled
repertoire (which includes all Everybody's Got Someone Some·
- styles of music), to his hopelessly where, is a fine example of his
romantic personality, he is an original and classical renditions.
awesome talent compared to
The difference between Pat
~ anyone. And ri~htfully so, as he Gatti and thousands of other
- has played Beverly Hills,· Palm soloists is that Pat truly loves
Springs, Lake Tahoe, and various playing music as a means of
engagements in Washington and expressing not only his love for
life, but most importantly, his love
0 Canada. ·
His nasal vocal style told me at for people.
once that he has spent time with
And Pat, if you're reading this
recordings, other musicians, and "Mr. Nice Guy" review, nobody
·
his guitar to create his own style deserves it more.

0

0

Sleigh bells ring
•

Under the needle
by Steve A. Jones
Aerosmith has seemingly done
everything a band can do. Three
of their albums have reached the
platinum plateau (meaning one
million units sold). They played in
front of 50,000 wildly enthusiastic
fans in the Kingdome a few years
ago. They made an appearance in
a California jam. All the members
of the band have millions in the
bank and are set for life
financially. However, they are not
yet ready to retire and live a life of
quiet solitude.
In 1977, Aerosmith released an
album called Draw the Line which
didn't exactly wear out any
turntables. The band felt they had
something to prove and their new
album should re~stablish Aero·
smith as one of the best bands in
rock. Entitled Night in the Ruts,
the work is not merely a return to
form, rather a return to the rock
they made millions of years ago.
Before the album even got off
the ground there were a couple of
major changes. First, the band's
producer for the past five years,
Jack Douglas, was canned and was
replaced by Gary Lyons, who just
happens to be producing for
another hot band, Foreigner.

H11
wide c1rri111,
fullcarriac•
sized ~-;r~i~:~
kt1ltoard
and 1n1nHI
return. Tabs larce tHtlop11 1
ll<lcer 1h111t. C.rtridce ri•hn

sr1t1m u111 c•"°• film, f1bric,

Secondly, the band set up camp in ·
a new studio in New York. Lead
singer Steven Tyler refers to the
changes as "fresher".
Now to the music itself. Tyler
explains the album as going "back
to crude for us." Indeed the album
is filled with music supplied by
raw energy. Tyler howls and
screams like only he can. Lead
guitarist Joe Perry seems to be
playing with a renewed enthusiasm. The band even incorporated
some saxophone work to spice up a
couple of tunes.
One of the more interesting
tracks on the album is a hard rock
version of Remember, originally
done by the Shangri·Lu, with
some crude lyrics thrown in
(whatever happened to the night I
gave it to you). There's even a
blues tune called Reefer Headed
Woman that seems to work rather
well. The rest of the album is solid
hard rock, which is Aerosmith's
trademark.
A major American tour is ·
planned to promote the album. If
the tour matches the enervv put ·
into the album, Led Zepplin will
look over their shoulder at the
band which replaced them at the
top-Aerosmith.

0

OUTSTANDING

Central's brass quartet, marching, concert and symphony bands
will present an evening of.
Christmas music during the Band
O'Rama, Saturday at 8 p.m. in
Hertz Hall.
During the public concert, which
Director Steve Allen describes as
a "great evening for wind music",
the groups will play a variety of
Christmas selections. These
include Bernstein's Overture to
Candide, - Sleigh Ride, Reed's
Cathedral Chorus, Goldman's
Christmas March, Friscobaldi's
Toccato and a french horn trio of
Horns a Hunting.
On Dec. 4, the Trombone Choir
and the Madrigal Singers will also
present a Christmas concert at 8
p.m. in Hertz Hall. Although the
Madrigal Singers usually perform

medieval secular ~ongs, the
10-member group will change their
style for the Christmas concert.
Included in the 30 minute program
will be sacred and traditional
Christmas songs like The Holly
and the Ivy and It Came Upov A
Midnight Clear. Keeping with the
Madrigal tradition, the group will
sing some selections from the
1500's.
The 13-member Trombone Choir
will perform five selections.
Among them are Bach's Jesu,
Meine Freude, Mendelssohn's
Holy is God the Loi-cl ahd Tower
Music by Vaclav Nelhybel.
Tomorrow, both groups will
present their Christmas concert to
the Leavenworth community as
part of a program presented by
Upper Valley Arts.

l----~--------------------~-----

1

.
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A 23-member cast has been
selected !or Central Washington
University's production of Charles
Dickens' A · Christmas Carol.
Drama professor James Hawkins
is directing the play which will be
presented Dec. 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, and 14
at Hebeler Auditorium on campus.
The performances will begin at 8
p.m., with an additional 1 p.m.
matinee on the 8th and 9th.
"Casting a play is never an easy
task," Hawkins relates, "and
Dickens' Christmas story requires
a company with competence,
t alent and versatile acting abili·
ties."
Hawkins used improvisation
exercises to select the cast for A
Christmas Carol. He · explains,
"The act ors must have high
creative levels, and the ability to
produce mystical qualities-quali-'

~

.
0

0

0

ties we remember well when we
hear the names Ebeneezer
Scrooge, Tiny Tim, or the Ghost of
Christmas Past."
In addition to . the scheduled
public performances of A Christ·
mas Carol, plans are being made to
bus in local grade school students

•

for private showings of this
Christmas classic. Admission for
the public performances is $3 for
adults and $1.50 for students.
Advance ticket sales will be
offered at the SUB information
booth and the Daily Record office.

-Tonite:

DOCTOR ZlliVAGO
Deep Throat
Starring Linda Lovelace

December 6, l979
-T ime: 3, 7, 9:30 p.m.
Place: SUB Theater
Cost: $1.50

nut

Buster

0
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Smith·Corona Coronamatic
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Arts and Entertainment.
'Glass menagerie' on display
by Tim Mitchell

·
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If you think three layers of rich hot fudge, DAIRY
serve and Spanish peanuts
sounds· deliciously extravagant- well. you 're
right.
·

au EE N ' . soft

ELLEISBUH'S IEWEST IFFICE
SIPPU A~D EQllPMEI! CEmR

Sth&Pea.rl
1888 Building

1Oth & Alder

Ellensburg

~

~
~
' cse!I your used textbooks to us for as much as
~ 50% of their original purchase price.

Prices depend on the condition of the book
and whether they will be used for classes
next quarter.

Put your refund to good use... check out
our fantastic selection of gifts & CWU
sports clothing!
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II
11~14 · 9AM~4PM

SUB Theater
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Sports
Cats defeat alumni; season be
the varsity. The 6-8 center
connected on 8 of 13 field goals and
Polishing off the Central alumni 8 of 10 from the charity stripe.
92-81 in a practice game Nov. 17, .
When the alumni closed to with
the Wildcat ba!!!ketball team tuned 83-79, Orange hit a lay in with 1:26
remaining and then ~ade two free
up for the 1979.-80 season.
Senior Ray Orange led both throws with 53 seconds left to put
teams i!Y pouring in 24 pomts-for the game away.
by Monte Carlon

SEW
for.the
SLOPES
Altra Parka
- Thinsulate™
insulation for
streamlined
warmth
Altra Coveralls
- Warm and
comfortable
And they flt!

~:~~f

ALTRA KITS HAVE IT ALL:
- Quality precut
fabrics
- Everything you
need
- Easy instructions
- 40·50% savings
- Money-back
guarantee
"rne"

II

Commenting on the upcoming
season, Coach Dean Nicholson said
returning lettermen
Dennis ·
Johnson, Joe Holmes, and Ray
Orange will once again . be
Centrars big men up front. This
gives Central a· front line of 6-5,
6-7, a'Bd. 6-8 with Michael Bryant
(6-5) and Tom Taylor (6-7) both
coming off the bench to give the
Wildcats even more rebounding
strength.
Because of a recent injury,
senior guard Sam Miller is a ·
questionable starter for the season
opener. If Miller is unable to play,
the two guard positions will be
filled by either Eli Carter, Jerome
Collins, or Scott Dynes.
When asked if he thought the
Wildcats mi11:ht have motivation ·
problems and if they i:.ely on
physical talent, Nicholson replied,
"Our schedule will take care of
that. We might be able to
out-talent Whitman. But . after
that, we won't have to . worry
about out~talentin anyone for the

COiden Needle. ·

~

; ·· ·

·

•
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CATCHING UP ON THE NEWS-Wayne Floyd, former Central
basketbaJI player, is eatching up on some of the news before the
alumni game.
rest of the season."
Wildcats are scheduled.to play this
against Whitman in Walla Walla, season. During the 1978-79
the Cats will again trek south season, the Pilots defeated the
tomorrow night when they take on University of San Francisco, one of \
ihe Portland University Pilots. · the top teams in the riation last
NCAA Division I schools the

.

962-9309
314 N. Pine. Ellensburg, WA 98926.

'I

..If
WHO'S GOT IT-Dennis Johnson (33) throws
the ball out to Joe Holmes (44] as Wayne Floyd [25)

looks on.
· Photo by Mike Fredricksen

DECEMBER 5; 6, 7 I 9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. I CWU SUB
A GREAT PLACE TO DO_.YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING .

/Time WED.

THURS.

FRI.

I

, .11 :00 Fencing. Demo. Open Mike
;11:30 Drama Dept.

I

Rick Chasteen-vocal

'

.f-

Eric Silvers Drama Department
jazz ensemble

; 12:00
J

12:30 Belly Dancers

Folk Dancers

1:00

Open Mike

1:30 Kittitas County Darren Motamedy
Homemakers
Jazz ensemble
2:00 Christmas Craft
Margie & Kathy
ideas-demos.
' 2:30 1:30-3:30
Hair cuts
3:00

.Open Mike

3:30 Rick Chasteen

and

Make-up demos.
2·00-4·00
4:00 Rick Capeloto . IUck Capeloto •
•
and his monkey!
4:30~-·.............

great vocal

Following ·in the Tradition
of the Legendary· Ranch Tavern
With THE BES.T Live Music in. Town
-- Every Wed - Sat Nights
Ladies Night - No Cover For The Gals
Every Thursday Night.
COME OUT & ENJOY
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X-Country runners finish eighth
and he must have liked it," said
Coach Soike Arlt about Mitt~l
Ted Mittelstaedt put it all .staedt. "I had no idea he would
together Nov. 17 to lead Central to run this well."
Toby Suhm (26:20) was the third
an eighth place finish at the
33-team N AIA National cross Wildcat to finish, coming in 46th.
country meet in Kenosha, Wis- Phil Phimister (27:08) also fell
back, · becoming Central's fourth
consin.
Mittelstaedt surprised everyone finisher . at 109th. Phimister
by covering the course in 26:01, usually runs in second place, right
making him Central's top fimsher behind Brown. ·
"Phil had been bothered by the
and 34th overall. He was 27th in
flu during the . week before the
tea__m scoring.
meet," explained Arlt. "This
Usually running in sixth place, might have had an effect on his
Mittelstaedt was eight seconds running."
ahead of .Central's Mark Brown.
For Central, it was a m:
Brown is usually a top finisher for shake up in finishing places. Arlt
the .Wildcats but he was forced to said he couldn't really pinpoint the
settle for second with a time of cause of the change although
climate might have been a factor.
26:09.
"He just started passing people "It effects people in different
by Mike Bingham .

ways," he said. "It could have
effected our runners."
As a t~am, Arlt was pleased
with their performances. The Cats
totaled 327 points which included
the finishes of Mittelstaedt,
Brown, Suhm, Phimister, and
John Freeburg. Freeburg (27:09)
crossed in llOth place to round out
the scoring five for Central.
Also competing for Central was
Paul Harshman (27:15), running
-117th and Kent Hernandez (28: 12)
in 165th place. About 300 runners
competed according to Arlt.
"I thought we might have done
better," said Arlt. "But then we
-could have done a lot worse. Our
eighth placed finish reflected our
ranking." Central was ranked
eighth in the nation by a
cross-country coaches poll.

The top -ten scoring results
Weather played a key role in
were: Adams State (Colorado) 63, Central's placing, with. Agt itre
Wisconsin-Lacrosse 123, Saginaw · and Myers battling high tern[' ·aValley State (Michigan) 157, tures and humidity. Both .wo en
Malone COhio) 161. Indiana (Penn.} were also without the assistanc of
208, .Hillsdale (Michigan) 243, Ft. their coach, as she was unabl ; to
Hays (Kansas) 279; Central ·327, make the trip. Coach Jan Boy1 JS
Oklahoma Christian 350 and Black could not determine if her abs1 '!e
Hills State (South Dakota) 355.
caused a definite problem but , 1e
Willamette .(Oregon) 423 and · was sure it didn"t help matte 1:..
Eastern Washington 492 were the
Aguirre and Myers were ll.J y
only other Northwest teams two of the over 200 women
competing.
entered. It takes at least five
For the women's cross .country runners to make up a team so no
team, Carmen Aguirre and Laura team score was recorded for
Myers finished 31st and 64th Central. The U.S. Air Fo-:ce took
respectively in the AIA W na- team honors compiling 79 poinfs,
tionals Nov. 17.
and Seattle Pacific was second
Aguirre ran the course in a time with 105.
of 18:46 to lead Central. Myers
Individually, Joan Corbin -0f
was Central's .only other entry, Sec> ~ +.le Pacific University was
turning in a time of 19: 19.
.first- over ·11 with a time of 17:10.

Morning Missiles vvin championship
Quarterfinals
Phallus Cowboys
Dangerous Type

Playoff

20
7

Resu1ts

- Semi-finals
Staff Infection
Rip City

~ 13

7

CuerroGold
Aerial Circus

1.

CuerroGold
Morning'Missiles

0

6

7

7

-

.STUDENTS!
!1i:ifilM11;Bi\{:t:~;tfa;
.
ATTEMPTS PASS...:_ Mark Kaelin [63] th'rows anotfler complete
pass as Brian Pickard [77] gives Kaelin all the time he nee"s.

12

8

Touch of Soul

Morning. Missile~

Phallus Cowboys
· Staff Infection

Finals
Morning Missiles
Phallas Cowboys

26
6

15

13

ARE YOU

INTERESTED IN:
**. ~AREER RELATED ExPER IENCE IN YouR MA,JOR?
**PossJBLY EARNING $$'s Ar THE SAME TIME?
The Co-op/Intern Office is· sponsoring a meeting

for all students interested in the
program~

f~eld

experience

If you want .to kqow how to arrange a field
,..;

I

-

experience for credit during Winter or Spring quarter,
you should atte.n ·ct this

meet~ng.

REMEMBER:
FIELD. EXPERIENCE INFORMATION ~ MEETING
SUB 207) 4:00 PM
TUESDAY) DECEMBER 4

HEADING FOR THE END ZONE-Brad Knowles of Mourning
Missiles shows his speed as he gets around this Phallus Cowboy.
Photo by Mike Fredricksen
L_G
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Footwear Care
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~ + Winter Boots in Stock~
~ + Insulated Boots
~
G
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.
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+Wick-dry Socks
~
. on Special

~

~
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•

" Ellensburg
"
~
~
~ Boot & .Shoe ""·· · ~
.

8

~
8

ffi

Corner,of
viSA·
3rd & Pine Ellensburg, WA
•
B

-

'
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. 13
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Millie O'Keefe

Phone

925-3638

Evening-s bya_ppt.
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Soccer club goes un_
d efeated
by Kirk Findlay
For' the second time in three ,
years, the Central Washington
soccer club is the Northwest
Intercollege champion, with no 1
place to go. The team captured.
the championship with a convincing 3-1 victory over Gonzaga
University, Nov. 17, here.
Because they are not a NAIA
sanctoned sport, in other ' words, '
not a school sport, the Wildcats
were again denied the opportunity
to advance to the National
tournament.

"I'm disappointed that we are
not members of the league, but
next year I'm hoping-we could join
the NWSC league in Seattle,"
coach Chuck Hutavatchra stated.
Central played 'without star
fullback Carry Davidson, who was
lost a week prior to the match,
with a calf injury.
He was
replaced by big Brian Jones, who
stepped in and did a great job.
"We wanted to go with Brian,
because Gonzaga has a big team,"
the coach explained. "He started
off the scoring with a great kick

.l*********,*****-******************i

*

*

i GET READY .FOR SKIING i
**
**
*
* D mounting
*
*
D
*~ D
*
~

***
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::**

i
~::

flat filing-hot wax
~
skis, boots,· clothes, and *
~
*
OCCeSSOrieS
*.

which got the team going."
The next tally was a 20-yard
boot from Bobby Storino, and the
score stood at 2-0 after the first
half. The coach indicated that the
team came out very aggressive
and pumped up, which accounted
for the early lead. "It was such a
big game, that the players were
really mentally prepared. It
.showed in the first half."

In the second half Gonzaga made
it 2-1 on a surprise kick from the
side. "We were looking for him
(the scorer) to pass across the
field. But instead, he took the
shot. The goalkeeper got a hand
on it before it slithered through
the net," the coach said.
Bernie Holland then iced the
game with a solid goal from the

·. .
·
~ .
*
· -~~-~~
::
-- · - . ~ *
'->'. , _ •
~

W18 LLIE 8TQL\NCE

·par'.·_t ·1·118_. ·r\..JU
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· Pine 925-2203
..
::*
506 .N.
::**
1*·********************************:.•
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Put yourself where

·you're ne~ded

He indicated that the defense
Sot complacent at that point, but
came out of it quickly. "We played
excellent defense throughout the
match, with the exception of that
one short period."
"I felt we had a great season,
and hope to be back to do the same
next year." The Central soccer
club closed out their season with a
perfect 14-0 record.
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.The Nash Band
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Peace Corps
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an.d VISTA
·

Experience
G
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' Ill
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Ill
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November 28-29: Scheduled Interviews, 9 a.m.·
5 p.m., Career Planning and Placement.

score .in the fourth quarter after
freshmanTomFreemanpickedoff
an Eastern pass and returned it 25
yards to the Eagle 47-yard line.
Shortly thereafter, freshman
quarterback Gregg Wilbanks
hooked up with senior tight end
Chris Olsen on a 42-yard pass play
that gave the Wildcats a first
down on the Eastern one-yard line.
But after four tries, the Wildcats
failed to punch it in for the score.
The Central defense put in
another credible performance
holding the Eagles t~ only 12 first
downs · and 88 passing yards .
Sophomore linebacker Paul Warmenhoven finished with 10 tackles
· while junior tackle Earl Azeltine
picked up nine.

~
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Peace Corps and VISTA Yolunteers
have a tradition of sharing their knowledge
an~ skills with the people of de~e1o_pin_g
nations and here at home. They re md1viduals who combine a special sense of
adventure with a desire to hdp other .
people.
Your college degree OR appropriate
work background may qualify you for the
experience of your life. Our representatives
will be pleased to discuss with you the
many volunteer openings beginning in the
next 12 months.

TIM CRAWLEY

a season mark of 7~2. .
. The Eagles scored the contest's
The 9-0 bl8:nkirig represen~ed only touchdown late in the first
the second consecutive shutout for quarter.
Relying on their
the Wildcats. The Central offense· . consistent ground game, Eastern's
threatened to score on three . Bryan Johnson picked-up the TD
occasions, but came away with on a 2-yard-run to give the Eagles
zilch on each penetration into all the. points they needed.
Eastern territory. .
·' . .
The Wildcats put together their
rJc1:.:::1:.:::~::::n::::::::sss:::=:::=:::1:::1:::=:::=;:::::i~:s::t:s::t~a-;:1::1:Ja-;:1::1:JQ. , best Qffensive series in the second
quarter moving 63 yards in 12
plays to. the Eastern 11-yard line.
However, the drive stalled and a

i.
*~*

The coach felt the game could
have been a high scoring affair, if
not for some great saves by the
Gonzaga goaltender. "We outplayed them by more than the
score would indicate, but that
keeper (Gonzaga's) did one hell of
a job."

Cots end season with loss

by Monte Carlon .
The Central Wildcats wrapped
up their 1979 football season with
a 9-0 los.s to rival Eastern
:: Washington University -at. Woodward Field in Cheney. '.l'he defeat.
set Central's final season record at
~ 1-8-1 while Eastern closed out ·w ith

**
**

right side, making the final score
3-1.

A Large
Pizza
(W
.
s1!r.o oft' a Medium

Pizza.

Save $2.00 on your favorite large pizza. Or save $1.50 on your
favorite medium pizza. Thick 'n Chewy® -0r Thin 'n Crispy®
pizza. Just cut out this coupon and take it to a participating
Pizza Hut® restaurant. Phone ahead ... we'll have your order
hot 'n ready for you!

•

One coupon per customer per visit.
Offer good on regular menu prices through D_ec q 1979
This offer not combinable with other Pizza H~t offers.

II

cash value 1/20 cent.
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NOT VMJD 1'f YAKIMA COUNTY RESTAURANTS.
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· area should contact the Yakima
: Social Security Admin.istration
King County Police and the Office, Gil Aragon, phone: (509)
Seattle Police Dept. are seeking 575-5808.
applicapts through 1980. For .more
in~ormation, contact:
.
-GERMAN CHRISTMAS PARTY
Lt. JoAnn Cratty, King County
Police, King County Adm. Bldg.,
The department of Foreign
Room 214, 500 Fourth Avenue, Languages is sponsoring a German
Seattle, Washington 98104, (206) Christmas Party, Sunday in the
Grupe Conference Center from 5-7
344-7344. Anticipate 90 openings.
p.m. Everyone interested is
Applications at 105 Barge Hall.
Written test: Dec. 15, 1979 invited to attend.
. (Seattle).
Sgt. John Mason, Personnel
LEAVENWORTH TREE
relations section, Seattle Police
LIGHTING TRIP
Dept., 630 Arctic Bldg.-704 Third
Outdoor Programs is sponAve., Seattle, Washington 98104
(206) 625-4401. Anticipate 200 soring a trip to Ueavenworth for
openings. Applications at Seattle its Christmas tree lighting festival
address. .Testing on continuous Saturday, Dec. 1. Transportation
·
basis.
to the festival will leave Central at
9 a.m. and return at 7 p.m. Cost
WINTER QUARTER SKIING
for the trip is $3 and' pre-registraWinter quarter ski prograllls tion is in the. Tent n'. Tube.
will he the topic of a meeting
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
sponsored by Outdoor Programs
CLUB MEETING
and ·the Ski Club in the SUB
Yakima Room, Tuesday, Dec. 4
The Business & Economics club
from 7-8:30 p.m.
All those will .be holding its last meeting of
the quarter tonight at 7 p.m. in the
interested are invited.
SUB, Room 204 & 205. Plans will
SOCIAL SECURITY
be made for next quarter.
APPLICATION PERIOD
Everyone invited.
POLICE FORCE OPENINGS

1

It is expected that there will be
about 1,000 Social Insurance
Representative positions this
year. These positions will not be
. handled ,through the PACE system. Testing for these positions
wiir be administered by the Social
Security Administration. Applications for testing must be · filed
between Dec. 3-10.
Interested persons should contact the Social Security Admini. stration Office for an application,
and have their application on file
before Dec. 10. Anyone in this

-TENT 'N TUBE WINTER SALE

JEWISH STUDENT
ASSOCIATION

A Jewish student organization
is forming on campus. Meetings
will be open to anyone-students,
faculty, staff or townspeople. The
fJ.rst meeting is Dec. 4, at 7 p.m. in
the Taneum Room of the SUB.
For additional information,
KeVin Malin at 963-3365.

eall

SEATTLE CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING TRIP

There will be a Christmas
shopping trip to Seattle Saturday,
Dec. 8, B a.m.-6 p.m. Sponsored by
Outdoor Programs, the trip
requires pre-registration in the
Tent n' Tube and costs $4.

WINTER QUARTER
GRADUATION

Bud Battles, manager of the
Applications for winter quarter
Tent n' Tube, has announced the
rental shop will be selling some of grad_uation are now being accepted
their equipment during the Ware in the Registrar,'$ Office. ApplicaFare, Dec. 5, 6, and 7. The sale tions received before the end of
runs through the end of January. November will be processed by
Battles says the Tent n' Tube the end of fall quarter. You may
will have bargain prices on canoes, pick up your application at
wedge and dome tents, stoves, Window #2 in the Registrar's
Office. The deadline to return
lanterns, backpacks and more.
The shop, located in the SUB; will · applications is Jan. _18, 1980.
be open in the afternoons between
12 and 1 and from 2 to 4 p.m.
PLACEMENT REGISTRATION
In addition, Battles reported the
Seniors and graduate students
shop. will sell recreational equipment on consignment, free of wishing to register for placement
charge. So, if anyone wants to buy service may pick up a registration
packet · at Barge Hall, Room 105.
or sell equipment, tube on in.

CHRISTMAS

2For 1·SALE
2 Quallty

_H:Dl'ffrsY
-

~~~

forprlce .
of1.

Live Music, 7 p.m.

. .6... . .... .. .~
, ..... _;..- ·- ....
'

-

restaurant

., Thursday-T-Jay

Excellent sandwiches,
. pina1 & Mexican food.

guitar and vocals

'~

Jazz

Bruce Babad qaintet

~ ~-:!!~2
*Lost/ Stolen*

REI down coat & green

book pack on Nov.

8, near

Grupe lA>nference Center.
Need items returned
badly.
No · questions
asked, sizeable reward

You'll lecelvea

• 1 CLASSIC PULL SIZI
• 1 FOLK ¥. SIZ.I
Delivery to yovr door.
Morye)" boclc gvoranlH at:

GOODWIN'S

HARP SHOP
Moil order dept .
4111N.15th, TecOllMI tM..
PH. 112-9147
.

Mon-Thurs. 8:00a.m.·9:00p.m~
Fri.-Sat. 8:00a.m.· 10:30p.m.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS

I•

ACADEMIC ADVISING WEEK
DECEMBER 3-7
ALL FR ES HM E N

students will have to obtain a signed .c ard from their advisor. This card, together

with the Permit to Register, will admit Freshmen to registration.

* * * BRING SIGNED CARD TO REGISTRATION *
·ALL STUQENTS

should make an appointment to meet with their assigned

A~ademic Advising Week. Make out your class schedule

advisors during

if you can and then show it to your advisor .

. .If you don't have an advisor, contact the Academic Advising Center in the . SU.B .

CLASS SCHEDULES

**

Phone: 963-3409.

will be available in the SUB Ballroom on December 3-5 from Ba.m. to 5 p.m.
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Service helps Central handicapped
Handicapped students at Central can find help for any need they
may have at the Handicapped
Student Service.
The Handicapped Service was
formed in response to Section 504
of the Vocational Rehabilitation
Act of 1973. Section 504 states, in
effect, no qualified handicapped
student ean be barred from
participating in, or be discriminated against or be denied
benefit of · any program or
organization receiving federal
financial aids.
·
Although, the Act was initiated
in 1973, it had little effect until
1977. At this time t!le Health
Education and Welfare department was given power to enforce
it.

The Handicapped Student Service was formed in 1978.
The coordinator is Ann Thompson. Before her appointment as
coordinator Oct. l, 1979, Thompson served as organizational
specialist for the Handicapped
Student Service as a CETA
(Comprehensive . Employment
Training Association) employee
from January to September 1979.
The purpose of the Handicapped
Service is to "help qualified
handicapped students in their
~articipation in the programs and
activities of the university." This
is done by helping those students
get materials, equipment and
assistance necessary for their
education through the right
agencie~ or university depart-

aceessable to all persons.
ments; interpretation of policies, with barrier removal.
Ann Thompson said that the
Section 502 of the Vocational
procedures, and actions; attempts
to eliminate competitive disadvan- ·Rehabilitation Act deals with response on this campus has been
tages; encouragement of in- contractors. Contractors are ·good. She said that everyone has
dependence; and starting an required to wide door ways for cooperated to help the handiacceptance and a sensitive learn- handicapped. Section 503 deals capped students. The biggest
ing experience for non-handi- with employment of handicapped. response · has come from the
·
No person can be refused a job on architects.
capped.
A committee has been set up to the basis of a handicap. Section
Only two buildings on campus
discuss some of the problems · 501 deals with employment in the
do meet accessibility standards set
facing the handicapped. The government.
Affirmative action basically by federal regulation-Barge and
Student Advisory · Committee
meets the first and third Wednes- means fairness for all and says Edison Halls. ·
· There are budget problems, but
day of every month and is open to that handicapped persons must
any interested person. Several babe equal opportunity with a priority list is now being made.
The archetects are "trying to do
handicapped sit on this committee. everyone else.
The barrier. removal act was the work that would 'get the most
Other laws which apply to
handicapped citizens on the whole initiated in 1968. This required handicapped into the most proare sections from the Vocational that all new construction must be grams," Thompson said.
Rehabilitation Act, affirmative
action rulings, and one law dealing
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NEXT TUESDA y YOU DO NOT NEED TOOFERS I!!
EVERYONE GETS TWO FOR ONE!!!!
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'c SWEEPSTAKES
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c Steve 180004
186104
Curt
' Carola 181072
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Ken
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Karen 180954
Pete 180947
Pat
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Mike 181466
Bruce 180876
Ted
181104

WINNERS
~~ck 180978

Trish

Randy
· Cassy
John
Chris

Diane
Jim
Mike
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OADt their Nov. 14 meedting,$ th e
B
unanimously passe a 300
budget proposal for the Native
American Students Club powwow.
The pow-wow, to be held Dec. 8,
will include Indian dance and drum
teams. The $300 budget will cover
costs of the two drum teams, one
from Yakima and the other from
Spokane, at $100 each.
The
remaining money will be used to
purchase trophies for the competitfon in the traditional and fancy
dance for both men and _women.
At a previous meeting, the
board authorized $25 for advance
advertising. The total budget for
the . Native American Students
Club amounts to $325.
Any additional expense involv-

it·nhg th e bpow-_whow whill be hpaidhb'y
e c1u , e1t er t roug t err
treasury or by profits from their
participation in the Ware Fair.
Representative Jim Baugh said
the pow-wow shoul~ be a cultural
awareness as well as a learning
experience. He expects people
from Yakima and the lower valley,
plus various colleges to attend the
event.
In other business, BOD chairman Jim Ball stated that organizational meetings will follow executive sessions at 12:15 each
Monday. Discussions will include
changes and/or revisions of the
constitutional bylaws and the
Joint Committee on Committees
(J.C.C.) changes.

MECHA elects
In addition to their regular
business at their final meeting of
the quarter, MECHA elected their
officers for the upcoming year.
Elected for a second term as
~

Elll'n~burg'; Bicycle Shop

-,
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The
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president was Celia Lopez with
Connie Solie, vice-president; Steve.
Martinez, treasurer; and Maria
Bazaldria, secretary.
Also discussed at their meeting
was their upcoming participation
in the fall Ware Fair to be held
next week. MECHA will have a
booth at the fair and will be selling
tacos. Other upcoming events .
include the Minority affairs recruitment conference.
Their first meeting of the new
year will be Jan. 15 at 4 p.m. in the
SUB, Room 214.
Anyone
interested in attending the meeting or participating in any of the
events is encouraged to call Lopez
-at 925-1813.

.••................................

649-3155

FRI SAT
7:00 & 9:20

SUN
HERE'S HOW:
TRADE IN

your man's gold High School ring
(limit one per sale).

CHOOSE

any Siladium® ring.
(Siladium is a fine quality jewelers'
alloy guaranteed for a lifetime.)

SAVE$58

on a new gold College ring
with the trade-in of a man 's
gold High School ring.

7:00 ONLY

Al Stevens
STARRING:

....

925-4 T76

.

MAC DAVIS
NICK NOLTE

November 28, 29, & 30

In the SUB Pit

-

..

PLUS A SHORTt

..

'Tear after year. semester
_
Iaftersemester, the
CollegeMaster ·from
Fidelitl Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union
CollegeMastei$
Field Associate
in your area:

~~
~
COllegeMaster·

.
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